Directions for INB Instruction and Sample Lesson
1. Students pick up copies of the lesson, glue or tape, scissors, colored pencils, crayons, and highlighters.
2. Type or write the FOCUS on the Cornell notes teacher page. Options: the essential question, behavioral
objective, Standard, Depth of Knowledge level, lesson topics, learning goals, I Can statements, etc.
3. Display, read, explain, and annotate the mechanics and grammar lessons on the teacher “input” (the
Cornell notes) projection or page and direct students to copy the examples and your annotations on their
student “input” (the Cornell notes) pages as you teach. Check out the online links and resources listed in
the left column to see if you want to use these as part of the lesson.
4. Provide time for students to write marginal notes in the left column of the student “input” pages, titled
“Cues.” Options: main ideas, comments, questions, or connections to related mechanics or grammar
content, skills, or rules, or any additional content from the left column of the teacher “input” page, titled
“Resources.”
5. Students write a brief SUMMARY/REFLECTION for both the mechanics and grammar lessons (optional).
6. Students complete the practice sentences. The focus is on applying what has been learned in each
lesson.
7. Display the Practice answers in red (formatted for display). Direct students to self-correct and edit.
Many teachers will choose to award points for this task.
8. Read the Sentence Dictations directions and sentences, repeating as necessary. Student write the
Sentence Dictations correctly, revising as needed to apply the mechanics and grammar and usage lesson.
9. Display the Sentence Dictation answers in red (formatted for display). Direct students to self-correct
and edit. Many teachers will choose to award points for this activity, e.g. one point for each correct
sentence dictation. Collect the Practice and Sentence Dictations page. Skim to see if students require reteaching. Note that following the eight-lesson review unit, students will take diagnostic assessments to
determine individual needs. Students who still fail to achieve mastery will be assigned corresponding
remedial worksheets to individualize instruction.
10. Students study the cartoon and complete both the Cartoon Response and Writing Application
sentences on the second student “output” page.
11. Display the grammar cartoon on the teacher “output” page and read the comment bubble(s) and
caption. Write the Cartoon Response answers on the board and direct students to self-correct. Call on
students to share their Writing Application sentences (answers vary). Teachers may choose to award
points for these tasks.
12. Display the 3D Graphic Organizer and review directions. Students write examples and sentences on
the back of the flaps and color or highlight to match the front and back flaps.
13. Students cut out and glue or tape the “input” page (the Cornell notes) at the top and left edge of the
notebook page and the Practice page on the opposite notebook page. Students cut out and glue or tape
the “output” cartoon, Cartoon Response, and Writing Application as one rectangle at the top and left
edge of the opposite notebook page. Students cut out and glue or tape the 3D Graphic Organizer at the
bottom of this page.
14. Students return materials and clean up.
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FOCUS.

Teacher Cornell Notes Sample

1. Students
pick up copies of the lesson, glue or tape,
scissors, colored
crayons, and
Resources
.
Mechanics
Notespencils,
highlighters. 2. Type or write the FOCUS on the Cornell notes teacher page. Options: the
The “ie” spelling
can
have
i before
e Song level, lesson topics,
essential
question,
behavioral
objective, Standard, Depth
of Knowledge
the
long
/e/
sound
as
in
(to
the
tune
of
“Rig
‘a
Jig
Jig”)
http://bit.ly/2c8afAb
learning goals, I Can Statements, etc.
chief or the long /i/
sound as in pie.
Spell i before e ‘cause that’s the rule

Rig-a-jig-jig and away we go,

The “ei” spelling can have that we learned back in school.
3a. Display, read, explain, and annotate the mechanics and grammar lessons on the teacher
the long /e/ sound as in
Away we go, away we go!
“input” (the Cornell notes) projection or page and direct students to copy the examples and
ceiling or the long /a/
your annotations on their student “input” (the Cornell notes) pages as you teach.
sound as in eight.
Examples: believe, dried
Exceptions to the Rule
caffeine, conscience,
either, foreign, forfeit,
height, neither, protein,
seize, weird
More practice? Check out
these spelling worksheets
at http://bit.ly/2qRNpkI.

But e before i comes after c,

Rig-a-jig-jig and away we go,
Examples: receive, conceive

and when you hear long /a/. Hey!

Hi-ho, hi-ho, hi-ho.

Examples:
weight,
neighbor
3b.
Check out
the online
links and resources listed in the left
column to see if you want to use these as part of the lesson.

Parts of Speech Notes.

Resources
The parts of speech
describe the function of
words (the way they
work) in a sentence.
Check out the Parts of
Speech Song to practice
the definition of a proper
noun at
http://bit.ly/29aK4EV.

A proper noun is the name of a person, place, or thing and must
be capitalized. A proper noun may be a single word, a group of
words (with or without abbreviations), or a hyphenated word.
Don’t capitalize articles a, an, the, coordinating conjunctions for,
and, or, and prepositions such as in, by, of, on, to, and with in the
middle of titles.
4.
Provide time for students to write marginal notes in the left
Examples
column of the student “input” pages, titled “Links and
Response.”
main ideas, comments, questions, or
Person: Mr. Options:
T.D. Jones
connections
to related mechanics or grammar content, skills, or
Person: Ms. Doe-Thomas
rules,
or Mack
any additional
Person:
the Knife content from the left column of the
teacher
“input”
page,
titled “Links and Resources.” The online
Place: Rough
and
Ready
links
are
listedof
onSighs
both the teacher and student pages.
Thing:
Bridge

SUMMARY/REFLECTION.
5. Students write a brief SUMMARY/REFLECTION for both lessons (optional).
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FOCUS.

Student Cornell Notes Sample
Mechanics Notes.

Cues
Listen to the i before e
song at
http://bit.ly/2c8afAb.

The “ie” spelling can
have the long /e/
sound as in chief or
the long /i/ sound as
in pie.
The “ei” spelling can
have the long /e/
sound as in ceiling
or the long /a/ sound
as in eight.
Exceptions: weird

i before e Song
(to the tune of “Rig ‘a Jig Jig”)
Spell i before e ‘cause that’s the rule

Rig-a-jig-jig and away we go,

that we learned back in school.

Away we go, away we go!

believe, dried

Examples: _________________________________________________________
But e before i comes after c,

Rig-a-jig-jig and away we go,

receive, perceive

Examples: _________________________________________________________
and when you hear long /a/. Hey!

Hi-ho, hi-ho, hi-ho.

weight, neighbor

Examples: _________________________________________________________

Cues

Parts of Speech Notes.

Check out the Parts of
Speech Song to practice
the definition of a proper
noun at
http://bit.ly/29aK4EV.

A proper noun is the name of a person, place, or thing and must
be capitalized. A proper noun may be a single word, a group of
words (with or without abbreviations), or a hyphenated word.

Parts of speech describe
the function of words
(the way they work)
in a sentence: proper
nouns, common
nouns, pronouns,
adjectives, verbs,
adverbs, conjunctions,
prepositions.

Don’t capitalize articles a, an, the, coordinating conjunctions for,
and, or, and prepositions such as in, by, of, on, to, and with in the
middle of titles.
Examples

Mr. T.D. Jones

Person: ____________________________________________________________

Ms. Doe-Thomas

Person: ____________________________________________________________

Mack the Knife

Person: ____________________________________________________________

Rough and Ready

Place: _____________________________________________________________

Bridge of Sighs

Thing: _____________________________________________________________

SUMMARY/REFLECTION.
Spell i before e except “cei” and “ei” for long /a/. Proper Nouns = capitalized person,
place, thing. Don’t capitalize articles, conjunctions, or prepositions in middle of titles.
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Practice.

Student Practice and Sentence Dictations Sample

6.
1. Students
Re-write these
complete
sentences
the practice
correctly:
sentences.
I yeild to
The
thefocus
researcher’s
is on applying
conclusion
whatthatb
has been
learned in each lesson.
the supposed ancient documents were a hoax. I yield to the researcher’s conclusion thatbb

the supposed ancient documents were a hoax.
2. Re-write this sentence correctly: The concieted young man failed to keep his receipt.b

The conceited young man failed to keep his receipt.
3. Re-write this sentence correctly: Our teacher tried to fiegn surprise, because b
her friend accidentally told her about the party. Our teacher tried to feign surprise, because

her friend accidentally told her about the party.
4. Re-write this sentence correctly: Let’s have lunch at Eat An Apple in the food court at b
food court at the Sunrise Mall. Let’s have lunch at

Eat an Apple in the food court at the

Sunrise Mall.
5. Identify the proper nouns in this sentence: The family visited Cardiff by the Sea on their
their vacation to see Uncle J. P. at his ranch.

Proper Nouns: Cardiff by the Sea, Uncle J. P.
6. Re-write this sentence correctly: We saw the Statue Of Liberty and toured Ellis
Island in New York city. We saw the Statue of Liberty and toured Ellis
8b. Student write the Sentence Dictations correctly, revising as needed to apply the
mechanics
and grammar
andcusage lesson.
Island in New
York City.

Sentence Dictations.
Mechanics‒ Write these sentences correctly: I perceive that the weight of Santa, his sleigh

and the presents must be a struggle for the eight tiny reindeer.
Grammar and Usage‒ Write this sentence correctly: We

stayed at the famous Inn on the

lake near the H.H. Clinton Bridge.
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Practice Answers

Teacher Practice and Sentence Dictations Sample

1. Re-write these sentences correctly: I yeild to the researcher’s conclusion thatb
7. Display the Practice answers in red (formatted for display). Direct students to self-correct
the supposed
documents
were
a hoax.points
I yieldfor
to this
the researcher’s
conclusion that
and
edit. Manyancient
teachers
will choose
to award
task.
the supposed ancient documents were a hoax.
2. Re-write this sentence correctly: The concieted young man failed to keep his receipt.b
The conceited young man failed to keep his receipt.

3. Re-write this sentence correctly: Our teacher tried to fiegn surprise, because b
her friend accidentally told her about the party. Our teacher tried to feign surprise, because
her friend accidentally told her about the party.
4. Re-write this sentence correctly: Let’s have lunch at Eat An Apple in the food court at b
the Sunrise Mall. Let’s have lunch at Eat an Apple in the food court at
the Sunrise Mall.
5. Identify the proper nouns in this sentence: The family visited Cardiff by the Sea on their
8a.
Read to
thesee
Sentence
directions and sentences, repeating as necessary.
vacation
Uncle J.Dictations
P. at his ranch.
9.
Display
the Sentence
Dictation
in red (formatted for display). Direct students to
Proper
Nouns:
Cardiff by
the Sea,answers
Uncle J.P.
self-correct and edit. Many teachers will choose to award points for this activity, e.g. one
point
for each
sentence
dictation.
the Practice
andand
Sentence
6. Re-write
thiscorrect
sentence
correctly:
We sawCollect
the Statue
Of Liberty
toured Dictations
Ellis Island in
page. Skim to see if students require re-teaching. Note that following the eight-lesson
review
unit,
students
willthe
take
diagnostic
assessments
to Ellis
determine
needs.
New York
city.
We saw
Statue
of Liberty
and toured
Island individual
in
Students who still fail to achieve mastery will be assigned corresponding remedial
New York City.
worksheets
to individualize instruction.

Sentence Dictations.
Mechanics‒ Write these sentences correctly:
I perceive that the weight of Santa, his sleigh, and the presents must be a struggle for
the eight tiny reindeer.
Grammar and Usage‒ Write this sentence correctly:
We stayed at the famous Inn on the Lake near the H.H. Johnson Bridge.
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Cartoon Response.
Identify the proper nouns in the caption.f

Proper Nouns:f

10. Students study the cartoon and complete
both the Cartoon Response and Writing
Application sentences on the second student
“output” page.
Common Nouns: canoe, stream, peace, quiet

Writing Application..
Write a sentence or two, using all three typesf
of proper nouns.f

The President of the United States lives
in the White House in Washington D.C.

Directions: 1. Color or highlight. 2. Cut at the solid lines, fold at the dotted lines, and glue or tape
the tabs. 3. Write examples for each type of proper noun on the back of the pencils and place the
pencils in the mug.

Student Page Sample
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Thing

Place

A proper noun is
capitalized and
gives a name to a
person, place, or
thing.

Person

Proper Nouns

10

11a.
Display
the grammar
Cartoon
Response
. cartoon on the
teacher “output” page and read the comment
bubble(s)
and
caption.
Write
the caption.f
Cartoon
Identify the
proper
nouns
in the
Response answers on the board and direct
Proper Nouns:f
students
to self-correct.
Common Nouns: canoe, stream, peace, quiet

Writing Application..
WriteCall
a sentence
or two,
using their
all three
typesf
11b.
on students
to share
Writing
Application sentences (answers vary). Teachers
of proper
nouns.f
may
choose
to award points for these tasks.
The President of the United States lives
in the White House in Washington D.C.

12. Display the 3D Graphic Organizer and review directions.
Directions: 1. Color or highlight. 2. Cut at the solid lines, fold at the dotted lines, and glue or tape
the tabs. 3. Write examples for each type of proper noun on the back of the pencils and place the
pencils in the mug.

Teacher Page Sample

Fold at the dotted lines.

Cut at the solid lines.

Proper Nouns

Thing

Place

Color or highlight the front and back to match.

Person

A proper noun is
capitalized and
gives a name to a
person, place, or
thing.

Write examples for each type of proper noun on the back of the pencils.

Glue or tape the tabs.
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13. Students cut out and glue or tape the “input”
page Response
(the Cornell. notes) at the top and
Cartoon
along the left edge of the notebook page and the Practice page on the opposite notebook
page. Students cut out and glue or tape the “output”
cartoon,
and
Identify the
properCartoon
nouns inResponse,
the caption.f
Writing Application as one rectangle at the top and along the left edge of the opposite
notebook page. Students cut out and glue orProper
tape the
3D Graphic Organizer at the bottom
Nouns:f
of this page.
Common Nouns: canoe, stream, peace, quiet

Writing Application..
Write a sentence or two, using all three typesf
of proper nouns.f

The President of the United States lives
in the White House in Washington D.C.

14. Students return materials and clean up.

Pencils BACK
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Thing

A proper noun is
capitalized and
gives a name to a
person, place, or
thing.

Place

Proper Nouns

Pencils FRONT

Person

Key Bridge

Los Angeles

E.B. White

Student Output Page Sample
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Mechanics and Grammar Lessons Instructional Sequence
Lesson

Mechanics

Grammar and Usage

1
2
3
4

The i before e Spelling Rule
The Final y Spelling Rule
The Silent e Spelling Rule
The Double the Consonant Spelling Rule

Proper Nouns Review
Common Nouns Review
Pronouns Review
Adjectives Review

Unit Test
5
6
7
8

The Ending “an” or “en” Spelling Rule
The “able” or “ible” Spelling Rule
The Ending “ion” Spelling Rule
The Plurals Spelling Rule

Verbs Review
Adverbs Review
Conjunctions Review
Prepositions Review

Unit Test and Diagnostic Assessments
9
10
11
12

Periods in Latin Expression
Periods in Names, Abbreviations, and
Acronyms
Periods in Indirect Questions and
Intentional Fragments
Periods in Decimal Outlines

Proper and Common Nouns
Personal Pronouns
Subject Case Pronouns
Object Case Pronouns

Unit Test
13
14
15

Semicolons with Conjunctions
Apostrophes for Singular Possessive Nouns
Apostrophes for Plural Possessive Nouns

16

Apostrophes in Compound Possessive Nouns

Possessive Pronouns
Adjectives
Transitive and Intransitive Verbs and
*Subject-verb Agreement
Adverbs

Unit Test
17
18
19
20

Apostrophes in Contractions
Comma Misuse
Commas for Dates
Commas for Letters

Coordinating Conjunctions
Correlative Conjunctions
Subordinating Conjunctions
*Prepositional Phrases

Unit Test
21
22
23
24

Commas in Addresses
Commas for Names
Commas for Geographical Places
Commas for Tag Questions

Subjects and Predicates
Direct and Indirect Objects
Phrases and Clauses
**Fragments and Run-ons

Unit Test
* Denotes Language Progressive Skill.
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Mechanics and Grammar Lessons Instructional Sequence
Lesson

Mechanics

Grammar and Usage

25

Commas for Direct Speech

26
27

Commas in a Series
Commas after Introductory Words and
Phrases
Commas after Introductory Clauses

Sentence Forms: Simple,
Compound, Complex, and
Compound-complex
Types of Sentences
*Noun Phrases

28

*Noun Clauses

Unit Test

31

Commas and Quotation Marks with
Speaker Tags
Commas before Conjunctions in
Compound Sentences
Commas in Complex Sentences

32

Commas with Parenthetical Expressions

29
30

Gerunds
Gerund Phrases
Reflexive, Intensive,
and Reciprocal Pronouns
Indefinite Pronouns

Unit Test
33
34

Commas with Coordinate Adjectives
Commas with Hierarchical Adjectives

35

Punctuation with Appositives

36

Commas with Nonrestrictive Clauses
Unit Test

37

Punctuation in Restrictive Clauses

38

Dialogue and Direct Quotations

39
40

Punctuation of Direct Quotations
Ellipsis

*Pronoun Antecedents
*Pronoun Number and Person
Shifts
*Vague Pronoun References and
Demonstrative Pronouns
*Nonrestrictive Adjective Clauses
and Relative Pronouns
*Restrictive Adjective Clauses
and Relative Pronouns
*Predicate Adjectives and
Adjectival Phrases
Past Participles
Past Participial Phrases

Unit Test
41
42
43
44

Quotations within Quotations
Punctuation of Non-standard Usage
In-text Citations and Indirect Quotations
MLA Works Cited Page

*Present Participles
Present Participial Phrases
Comparative Modifiers
Superlative Modifiers

Unit Test
* Denotes Language Progressive Skill.
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Mechanics and Grammar Lessons Instructional Sequence
Lesson

Mechanics

Grammar and Usage

45

Italics and Underlining: Book, Website,
Newspaper, and Magazine Titles
Italics and Underlining: Play, Television
Show, Movie, and Works of Art Titles
Quotation Marks: Song, Poem, and Book
Chapter Titles
Quotation Marks: Newspaper, Magazine,
and Blog Article Titles

*Misplaced Modifiers

46
47
48

*Dangling Modifiers
Squinting Modifiers
*Verb Phrases

Unit Test
49
50
51
52

Quotation Marks: Short Story and
Document Titles
Capitalization of Named People and
Places
Capitalization of Named Things and
Products
Capitalization of Holidays and Dates

*Shifts in Verb Tenses
Progressive Verb Tense
Perfect Verb Tense
*Infinitives

Unit Test
53
54
55
56

Capitalization of Special Events and
Historical Periods
Capitalization of Organizations and
Businesses
Capitalization of Languages,
Dialects and People Groups
Question Marks

Indicative Mood
Imperative Mood
Interrogative Mood
Conditional Mood

Unit Test
57
58
59

Exclamation Points
Colons to Introduce Block Quotations
Parentheses with Complete Sentences

60

*Dashes to Indicate Relationships
Unit Test

61
62
63
64

Brackets
Hyphens: Compound Adverbs
Slashes
Numbers

*Subjunctive Mood
*Verb Voice and Mood Shifts
Subordinating Conjunctions and
Adverbial Clauses
Relative Adverbs and Adverbial
Clauses
Adverb Order
Non-standard English Deletions
Non-standard English Additions
Non-standard Substitutions

Unit Test
* Denotes Language Progressive Skill.
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FOCUS.
Mechanics Notes.

Cues

To properly address a letter or package, the top line(s) identifies
the name and/or company. The middle line includes the street
number and name. The bottom line(s) contains the city, state or
province (two-letter capitalized abbreviation), zip code, and
country (if other than that of the addressee).
Examples: _________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Don’t use abbreviations when addresses are listed in formats
other than on letters and packages. Commas follow the name
and/or company, the street name, the city, and the state or
province. Commas are never placed before zip codes.
Examples: _________________________________________________________

Cues

Grammar and Usage Notes.
To identify the subject and predicate in a sentence, first look for
the main verb and then ask ‘Who?’ or ‘What?’ The answer is the
subject and the main verb is the predicate. The subject is never
part of a prepositional phrase or dependent clause. Both the
subject and predicate must be part of an independent clause.
The subject is the “do-er” of the sentence. It tells whom or what
the sentence is about. The simple subject is the noun or pronoun
that acts or is acted upon. The complete subject includes
additional words which describe the simple subject. The
compound subject has two or more nouns or pronouns.
Examples: _________________________________________________________
The predicate does the work of the “do-er” of the sentence. It
shows a physical or mental action or describes a state of being.
The simple predicate is the main verb that acts upon the subject.
The complete predicate includes additional words which modify
the predicate. The compound predicate has two or more verbs.
Examples: _________________________________________________________

SUMMARY/REFLECTION.

Lesson 21 ©2019 Pennington Publishing penningtonpublishing.com
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FOCUS.
Mechanics Notes.

Resources
Always place the return
address in the upper left
corner of the letter or
package.
The USPS (the United
States Postal Service)
accepts both upper case
(capital) and lower case
letters.
How to properly address
a letter or package to be
mailed by USPS (the
United States Postal
Service):
http://bit.ly/2pTm43L
(usps.com)

Resources

To properly address a letter or package, the top line(s) identifies
the name and/or company. The middle line includes the street
number and name. The bottom line(s) contains the city, state or
province (two-letter abbreviation), zip code, and country (if other
than that of the addressee). No punctuation is preferred.
Examples:
Bluebell Toys Inc
3712 Ivy Rd. Suite 123
Baltimore MD 21201
Don’t use abbreviations when addresses are listed in formats
other than on letters and packages. Commas follow the name
and/or company, the street name, the city, and the state or
province. Commas are never placed before zip codes.
Examples: She works at Bluebell Toys, Incorporated, 3712 Ivy
Road Suite 123, Baltimore, Maryland 21201.

Grammar and Usage Notes.

Try beginning sentences
with other grammatical
sentence openers other
than the subject for
sentence variety.

To identify the subject and predicate in a sentence, first look for
the main verb and then ask ‘Who?’ or ‘What?’ The answer is the
subject and the main verb is the predicate. The subject is never
part of a prepositional phrase or dependent clause. Both the
subject and predicate must be part of an independent clause.

Example: I walked
through the snowy
meadow.
Revision: Through the
snowy meadow I walked.

The subject is the “do-er” of the sentence. It tells whom or what
the sentence is about. The simple subject is the noun or pronoun
that acts or is acted upon. The complete subject includes
additional words which describe the simple subject. The
compound subject has two or more nouns or pronouns.

Print off these
grammatical sentence
openers at
http://bit.ly/2pVoXzm.

Examples: men, the sad men, she and the sad men
The predicate does the work of the “do-er” of the sentence. It
shows a physical or mental action or describes a state of being.
The simple predicate is the main verb that acts upon the subject.
The complete predicate includes additional words which modify
the predicate. The compound predicate has two or more verbs.
Examples: danced, had danced skillfully, danced and sang

SUMMARY/REFLECTION.
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Practice.
1. Re-write this sentence correctly: He sent the letter to Mabel Mosely 124 Post St.,
Beverly Hills, California, 91201.

2. Write your own mailing address as you would on a letter:

3. Identify the simple subject in this sentence: On the lake the boat sailed despite
the lack of wind.
Simple Subject:
4. Identify the complete subject in this sentence: Across the classroom sat an
antagonistic young man.
Complete Subject:
5. Identify the simple predicate in this sentence: Racing into the wind, the bikers
kept their heads close to the handlebars.
Simple Predicate:
6. Identify the compound predicate in this sentence: Kendra and Luis whistled and
cheered for every contestant.
Compound Predicate:

Sentence Dictations.
Mechanics‒ Write this address correctly: b

Grammar and Usage‒ Underline the complete subject and bracket the compound predicate
in this sentence
Kind and gentle Bobby fed and walked both of the dogs.
Lesson 21 ©2019 Pennington Publishing penningtonpublishing.com
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Practice Answers
1. Re-write this sentence correctly: He sent the letter to Mabel Mosely 124 Post St.,
Beverly Hills, California, 91201. He sent the letter to Mabel Mosely 124 Post St.,
Beverly Hills, California 91201.
2. Write your own mailing address as you would on a letter:
Review three address lines as students correct their own addresses.

3. Identify the simple subject in this sentence: On the lake the boat sailed despite
the lack of wind.
Simple Subject: boat
4. Identify the complete subject in this sentence: Across the classroom sat an
antagonistic young man.
Complete Subject: an antagonistic young man
5. Identify the simple predicate in this sentence: Racing into the wind, the bikers
kept their heads close to the handlebars.
Simple Predicate: kept
6. Identify the compound predicate in this sentence: Kendra and Luis whistled and
cheered for every contestant.
Compound Predicate: whistled and cheered
Sentence Dictations.
Mechanics‒ Write this address correctly: Doctor Kim So
1852 Pacific Avenue
Carson City, Nevada 89701.
Grammar and Usage‒ Underline the complete subject and bracket the compound predicate
in this sentence:
Kind and gentle Bobby [fed and walked] both of the dogs.
Lesson 21 ©2019 Pennington Publishing penningtonpublishing.com
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Cartoon Responset
Identify the complete subject in the caption.

Writing Applicationt
Write a sentence, using a compound subject
and a second sentence, using a compound
predicate.f

Directions: 1. Color or highlight. 2. Cut at the solid lines, fold at the dotted lines, and glue or
tape the tab. 3. Write examples for each of these forms of subjects and predicates on the back
of each flap.

Subjects: The “do-er” of the
sentence... A noun or pronoun
that acts or is acted upon.

Simple

Complete Compound

Lesson 21 ©2019 Pennington Publishing penningtonpublishing.com

Predicates: Does the work of the
“do-er”... A mental or physical
action or state of being verb.

Simple

Complete

Compound

120

Grammar and Mechanics Unit Tests: Lessons 29−32
Matching Directions: Place the matching capital letter(s) to the left of the numbers.
____1. Speaker tag commas

A. Does not refer to a specific noun

____2. Gerund

B. Although, he says, if we believe him, he’s done.

____3. Comma‒coordinating conjunction C. Joins independent clauses
____4. Gerund phrase

D. I can’t help unless you ask me.

____5. Ending dependent clause

E. He said, “No,” but continues, “not right now.”

____6. Reflexive pronoun

AB. Running the marathon exhausted her.

____7. Commas with parenthetical words AC. An “__ing” verb that is used as a noun
____8. Indefinite pronoun

AD. Ends in “self” or “selves”

Sentence Application Directions: Please respond in complete sentences.
9. Write a dialogue sentence with a ending speaker tag. ________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
10. Write a sentence beginning with a gerund. __________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
11. Write a long compound sentence. ____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
12. Write a sentence ending in a gerund phrase. ________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
13. Write a sentence with a dependent clause in the middle. ____________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
14. Write a sentence with reflexive pronoun. _____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
15. Write a sentence including a parenthetical expression set off by commas. __________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
16. Write a sentence with singular and plural indefinite pronouns. ______________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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346

Common Core State Standards Alignment
Common Core State Standards English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects Language Strand

Lesson #

Review Standards: Conventions of Standard English:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.1.A
Explain the function of nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in general and
their functions in particular sentences.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.1.B
Form and use regular and irregular plural nouns.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.1.C
Use abstract nouns (e.g., childhood).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.1.D
Form and use regular and irregular verbs.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.1.E
Form and use the simple (e.g., I walked; I walk; I will walk) verb tenses.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.1.F
Ensure subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.1.G
Form and use comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs, and choose between
them depending on what is to be modified.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.1.H
Use coordinating and subordinating conjunctions.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.1.I
Produce simple, compound, and complex sentences.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.2.A
Capitalize appropriate words in titles.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.2.B
Use commas in addresses.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.2.C
Use commas and quotation marks in dialogue.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.2.D
Form and use possessives.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.2.E
Use conventional spelling for high-frequency and other studied words and for adding
suffixes to base words (e.g., sitting, smiled, cries, happiness).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.2.F
Use spelling patterns and generalizations (e.g., word families, position-based spellings,
syllable patterns, ending rules, meaningful word parts) in writing words.
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1−5, 9, 10, 14−16
9, 15
2
15, 39
15
15, 33
16, 43, 44
7, 17, 19
25
50−55
21
38, 39
13
1−8

1−8
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Common Core State Standards Alignment
Common Core State Standards English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects Language Strand

Lesson #

Conventions of Standard English:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.1.A
Use relative pronouns (who, whose, whom, which, that) and relative adverbs (where,
when, why).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.1.B
Form and use the progressive (I was walking; I am walking; I will be walking) verb
tenses.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.1.C
Use modal auxiliaries (e.g., can, may, must) to convey various conditions.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.1.D
Order adjectives within sentences according to conventional patterns (e.g., a small red
bag rather than a red small bag).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.1.E
Form and use prepositional phrases.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.1.F
Produce complete sentences, recognizing and correcting inappropriate fragments and
run-ons.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.2.A
Use correct capitalization.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.2.B
Use commas and quotation marks to mark direct speech and quotations from a text.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.2.C
Use a comma before a coordinating conjunction in a compound sentence.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.A
Explain the function of conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections in general and their
function in particular sentences.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.B
Form and use the perfect (I had walked; I have walked; I will have walked) verb tenses.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.C
Use verb tense to convey various times, sequences, states, and conditions.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.D
Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.E
Use correlative conjunctions (e.g., either/or, neither/nor).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.2.A
Use punctuation to separate items in a series.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.2.B
Use a comma to separate an introductory element from the rest of the sentence..

36, 37
50
56, 57
14, 33, 34
8, 20
21, 24, 25
50−55
25, 29, 38−41
30

7, 8, 11

51

16, 51
49
18
26
24, 25, 27
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357

Common Core State Standards Alignment
Common Core State Standards English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects Language Strand

Lesson #

Conventions of Standard English:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.2.C
Use a comma to set off the words yes and no (e.g., Yes, thank you), to set off a tag
question from the rest of the sentence (e.g., It's true, isn't it?), and to indicate direct
address (e.g., Is that you, Steve?).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.2.D
Use underlining, quotation marks, or italics to indicate titles of works
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.1.A
Ensure that pronouns are in the proper case (subjective, objective, possessive).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.1.B
Use intensive pronouns (e.g., myself, ourselves).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.1.C
Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in pronoun number and person.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.1.D
Recognize and correct vague pronouns (i.e., ones with unclear or ambiguous
antecedents).*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.1.E
Recognize variations from standard English in their own and others' writing and
speaking, and identify and use strategies to improve expression in conventional
language.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.2
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling when writing.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.2.A
Use punctuation (commas, parentheses, dashes) to set off nonrestrictive/parenthetical
elements.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.2.B
Spell correctly.

24, 27

Knowledge of Language:

1−8

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.3.A
Vary sentence patterns for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.3.B
Maintain consistency in style and tone.*

45−49
3, 10−13
31
34
35
62−64

1−64

35, 36, 60

5, 21, 25, 26
53−58
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Common Core State Standards Alignment
Common Core State Standards English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects Language Strand

Lesson #

Conventions of Standard English:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.1.A
Explain the function of phrases and clauses in general and their function in specific
sentences.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.1.B
Choose among simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex sentences to
signal differing relationships among ideas.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.1.C
Place phrases and clauses within a sentence, recognizing and correcting misplaced
and dangling modifiers.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.2
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling when writing.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.2.A
Use a comma to separate coordinate adjectives (e.g., It was a fascinating, enjoyable
movie but not He wore an old[,] green shirt).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.2.B
Spell correctly.

15, 23, 30, 36−42, 50−59
25
45−47
1−64
33
1−8

Knowledge of Language:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.3.A
Choose language that expresses ideas precisely and concisely, recognizing and
eliminating wordiness and redundancy.*
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5, 21
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Common Core State Standards Alignment Grades 4−8
Common Core State Standards English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects Language Strand

Lesson #

Conventions of Standard English:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.1.A
Use relative pronouns (who, whose, whom, which, that) and relative adverbs (where,
when, why).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.1.B
Form and use the progressive (I was walking; I am walking; I will be walking) verb tenses.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.1.C
Use modal auxiliaries (e.g., can, may, must) to convey various conditions.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.1.D
Order adjectives within sentences according to conventional patterns (e.g., a small red
bag rather than a red small bag).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.1.E
Form and use prepositional phrases.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.1.F
Produce complete sentences, recognizing and correcting inappropriate fragments and
run-ons.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.2.A
Use correct capitalization.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.2.B
Use commas and quotation marks to mark direct speech and quotations from a text.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.2.C
Use a comma before a coordinating conjunction in a compound sentence.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.A
Explain the function of conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections in general and their
function in particular sentences.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.B
Form and use the perfect (I had walked; I have walked; I will have walked) verb tenses.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.C
Use verb tense to convey various times, sequences, states, and conditions.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.D
Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1.E
Use correlative conjunctions (e.g., either/or, neither/nor).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.2.A
Use punctuation to separate items in a series.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.2.B
Use a comma to separate an introductory element from the rest of the sentence.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.2.C
Use a comma to set off the words yes and no (e.g., Yes, thank you), to set off a tag
question from the rest of the sentence (e.g., It's true, isn't it?), and to indicate direct
address (e.g., Is that you, Steve?).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.2.D
Use underlining, quotation marks, or italics to indicate titles of works.
©2019 Pennington Publishing penningtonpublishing.com

36, 37
50
56, 57
14, 33, 34
8, 20
21, 24, 25
50−55
25, 29, 38−41
30
7, 8, 11
51
16, 51
49
18
26
24, 25, 27
24, 27

45−49
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Common Core State Standards Alignment Grades 4−8
Common Core State Standards English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects Language Strand

Lesson #

Conventions of Standard English:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.1.A
Ensure that pronouns are in the proper case (subjective, objective, possessive).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.1.B
Use intensive pronouns (e.g., myself, ourselves).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.1.C
Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in pronoun number and person.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.1.D
Recognize and correct vague pronouns (i.e., ones with unclear or ambiguous
antecedents).*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.1.E
Recognize variations from standard English in their own and others' writing and
speaking, and identify and use strategies to improve expression in conventional
language.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.2
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling when writing.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.2.A
Use punctuation (commas, parentheses, dashes) to set off nonrestrictive/parenthetical
elements.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.2.B
Spell correctly.

3, 10−13
31
34
35
62−64

1−64

35, 36, 60
1−8

Knowledge of Language:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.3.A
Vary sentence patterns for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.3.B
Maintain consistency in style and tone.*
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5, 21, 25, 26
53−58
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Common Core State Standards Alignment Grades 4−8
Common Core State Standards English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects Language Strand

Lesson #

Conventions of Standard English:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.1.A
Explain the function of phrases and clauses in general and their function in specific
sentences.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.1.B
Choose among simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex sentences to
signal differing relationships among ideas.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.1.C
Place phrases and clauses within a sentence, recognizing and correcting misplaced
and dangling modifiers.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.2
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling when writing.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.2.A
Use a comma to separate coordinate adjectives (e.g., It was a fascinating, enjoyable
movie but not He wore an old[,] green shirt).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.2.B
Spell correctly.

15, 23, 30, 36−42, 50−59
25
45−47
1−64
33
1−8

Knowledge of Language:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.3.A
Choose language that expresses ideas precisely and concisely, recognizing and
eliminating wordiness and redundancy.*
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Common Core State Standards Alignment Grades 4−8
Common Core State Standards English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects Language Strand

Lesson #

Conventions of Standard English:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.8.1.A
Explain the function of verbals (gerunds, participles, infinitives) in general and their
function in particular sentences.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.8.1.B
Form and use verbs in the active and passive voice.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.8.1.C
Form and use verbs in the indicative, imperative, interrogative, conditional, and
subjunctive mood.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.8.1.D
Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb voice and mood.*
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.8.2
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling when writing.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.8.2.A
Use punctuation (comma, ellipsis, dash) to indicate a pause or break.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.8.2.B
Use an ellipsis to indicate an omission.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.8.2.C
Spell correctly.

29−30, 39−42, 52
58
53−59
53−59
1−64
42, 43, 60
40
1−8

Knowledge of Language:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.8.3.A
Use verbs in the active and passive voice and in the conditional and subjunctive mood
to achieve particular effects (e.g., emphasizing the actor or the action; expressing
uncertainty or describing a state contrary to fact).
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56−59
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Common Core State Standards Alignment Grades 4−8
Common Core State Standards English Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects Language Strand

Lesson #

*Language Progressive Skills
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.1f. Ensure subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement.

11, 16, 33−37

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.3.3a. Choose words and phrases for effect.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.1f. Produce complete sentences, recognizing
and correcting inappropriate fragments and run-ons.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.4.3b. Choose punctuation for effect.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.1d. Recognize and correct inappropriate
shifts in verb tense.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.5.2a. Use punctuation to separate items in a series.2
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.6.1c. Recognize and correct
inappropriate shifts in pronoun number and person.
L.6.1d. Recognize and correct vague pronouns
(i.e., ones with unclear or ambiguous antecedents).
L.6.1e. Recognize variations from standard English in their own and
others’ writing and speaking, and identify and use strategies to
improve expression in conventional language.
L.6.2a. Use punctuation (commas, parentheses, dashes) to set off
nonrestrictive/parenthetical elements.
L.6.3a. Vary sentence patterns for meaning,
reader/listener interest, and style.3
L.6.3b. Maintain consistency in style and tone.
L.7.1c. Place phrases and clauses within a sentence, recognizing and
correcting misplaced and dangling modifiers.
L.7.3a. Choose language that expresses ideas precisely and
concisely, recognizing and eliminating wordiness and redundancy.
L.8.1d. Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb voice and
mood.

15, 23, 30, 36−42, 50−59
21, 24−26

Plus, all Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics Worksheets

#s1 −77

9−64
49
26
34
35
62−64
32, 35, 36, 60
5, 21, 25, 26
53−58
23, 46, 47
5, 21
53−58

College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Language
CCRA.L.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar
and usage when writing or speaking.
CCRA.L.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
Knowledge of Language:
CCRA.L.3 Apply knowledge of language to understand how language functions in
different contexts, to make effective choices for meaning or style, and to
comprehend more fully when reading or listening.
©2019 Pennington Publishing penningtonpublishing.com

1−64
1−64
1−64
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Diagnostic Grammar and Usage Assessment
Directions: Place the letter in the space to the left of the number that identifies the parts of
speech in the sentence below.
Although she apologized, Kim was always arriving late for her team practices and league
games.
___1. The proper nouns in the sentence are _____ and _____.
A. practices, games
B. always, late
D. they, their
E. Tom, games
___2. The common nouns in the sentence are _____ and _____.
A. team, practices
B. practices, games
D. they, their
E. Kim, games
___3. The pronouns in the sentence are _____ and _____.
A. she, her
B. Although, her
D. apologized, arriving
E. always, late
___4. The adjectives in the sentence are _____ and _____.
A. apologized, arriving
B. either, or
D. always, late
E. team, league
___5. The verbs in the sentence are _____ and _____.
A. arriving, practices
B. always, late
D. practices, games
E. apologized, practices
___6. The adverbs in the sentence are _____ and _____.
A. Although, always
B. always, late
D. arriving, practices
E. either, late
___7. The preposition in the sentence is _____.
A. for
B. and
D. either
E. her
___8. The coordinating conjunction in the sentence is _____.
A. late
B. or
D. for
E. and
___9. The subordinating conjunction in the sentence is _____.
A. either
B. for
D. or
E. and
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C. Kim, Tom
C. Kim, Tom
C. team, league
C. practices, games
C. apologized, was arriving
C. team, league
C. or
C. either
C. Although
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Diagnostic Grammar and Usage Assessment
Directions: Place the letter in the space to the left of the number that best matches or completes
each sentence.
___10. Identify the plurals of these nouns: life, woman, bush, baby, radio, monkey.
A. lifes, women, bushes, babies, radios, monkeys
B. lives, women, bushes, babys, radios, monkeys
C. lives, women, bushes, babies, radios, monkeys
D. lives, women, bushes, babies, radios, monkies
E. lives, womans, bushes, babies, radioes, monkeys
___11. Identify the simple subject in this sentence: She watched the movie three times.
A. She
B. watched
C. movie
D. three
E. times
___12. Identify the compound subjects in this sentence: The train and ship arrived at noon.
A. The train
B. ship
C. noon
D. at noon
E. train and ship
___13. Identify the simple predicate in this sentence: The clown was smiling at the children.
A. was
B. clown was
C. children
D. smiling
E. was smiling
___14. Identify the compound predicates in this sentence: Mariel sat down and crossed her legs.
A. sat down
B. crossed
C. sat, crossed
D. sat, and
E. down and crossed
___15. Mr. Nelson looked at the photograph. This is a _______ sentence.
A. simple declarative
B. compound interrogative C. simple imperative
D. complex imperative
E. compound-complex exclamatory
___16. She failed the test twice, but she passed it the third time. This is a _______ sentence.
A. simple
B. complex
C. compound
D. run-on
E. compound-complex
___17. Carla went to the store after she watched the television show. This is a _______ sentence.
A. simple
B. complex
C. compound
D. run-on
E. compound-complex
___18. While we waited for the jet to land. This is a _______.
A. sentence fragment
B. run-on sentence
C. compound sentence
D. complex sentence
E. simple sentence
___19. Identify the best way to fix this sentence problem: While we waited in line for our lunch
and the principal spoke to us.
A. While we waited in line the principal spoke to us for our lunch.
B. The principal speaking to us while we waited in line for our lunch.
C. While the principal spoke to us and we waited in line for our lunch.
D. The principal spoke to us while we waited in line for our lunch.
E. While we waited for our lunch our principal spoke in line to us.
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Diagnostic Grammar and Usage Assessment
Directions: Place the letter in the space to the left of the number that best matches or completes
each sentence.
___20. Mark plays football he is captain of the team. This is a _______.
A. simple sentence
B. run-on sentence
C. complex sentence
D. compound sentence
D. sentence fragment
___21. Identify the best way to fix this sentence problem: That was a great movie, I really
enjoyed the popcorn.
A. That was a great movie I really enjoyed the popcorn.
B. A great movie that was, I really enjoyed the popcorn.
C. That was a great movie, and I really enjoyed the popcorn.
D. That was a great movie, because I really enjoyed the popcorn.
E. I really enjoyed the popcorn, that was a great movie.
___22. The students who got into trouble are _____.
A. them
B. those
C. I and he
D. they
E. me and she
___23. The teacher yelled at two students, Rachel and _____.
A. I
B. me
C. it
D. he
E. us
___24. He stirred the sauce, and then let John taste _____.
A. them
B. this
C. it
D. these
E. that
___25. That movie _____we watched was entertaining.
A. who
B. whose
C. it
D. which
E. that
___26. _____who wants to try out for the team can do so, but not _____ is chosen.
A. Anyone; everybody
B. Everyone; both
C. Someone; one
D. Everyone; others
E. Others; neither
___27. _____of the candy is on the counter, though _____ is free.
A. Some; fewer
B. Plenty; little
C. Many; nothing
D. All; none
E. A large amount; few
___28. She should _____ for her school pictures.
A. have smiled
B. is smiling
C. had smiled
D. smiled
E. has smiled
___29. Jamie _____ three miles around the track for the fundraiser.
A. walk
B. has walk
C. is walking
D. walking
E. had walking
___30. Compared to her happy sister, she is _____.
A. happier
B. most happy
C. happiest
D. more happier
E. most happiest
___31. Of all the happy people, he was _____.
A. happier
B. most happy
C. happiest
D. more happier
E. most happiest
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Diagnostic Grammar and Usage Assessment
Directions: Place the letter in the space to the left of the number that best matches or completes
each sentence.
___32. Compared to last time, this work is definitely _____.
A. most difficult
B. more difficulter
D. more difficult
E. difficulter
___33. He is the _____ student in his class.
A. most intelligent
B. more intelligent
D. more intelligent
E. intelligenter
___34. Dennis _____ ready and he _____ prepared well.
A. seem; has
B. seems; have
D. seems; was
E. seem; is
___35. She _____ passed the test, but she didn’t study.
A. did have
B. could have
D. did might
E. would of
___36. She _____ hard for the test last night.
A. studied
B. did studied
D. had studying
E. have studied
___37. She _____ hard for the test last night when she fell asleep.
A. studied
B. was studied
D. studying
E. have studied
___38. She always _____ hard for tests.
A. study
B. will studied
D. are studied
E. will be studied
___39. Today she _____ hard for the test
A. will have been studying B. had studied
D. is studied
E. is studying
___40. We _____ more later this afternoon.
A. will have been studying B. will study
D. are studied
E. have studied
___41. She _____ for the test the whole night.
A. will have studying
B. will be studying
D. are studied
E. have studying
___42. The boy claimed he _____ the lost watch under the bush.
A. founded
B. finded
D. founding
E. find
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C. difficultest
C. intelligentest
C. seems; has
C. should of
C. study
C. was studying
C. studies
C. study
C. study
C. have studied
C. found
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Step by Step Directions
1. Tell students to begin with the lower numbered worksheets on the recording matrices and to
complete only those worksheets indicated by slashes (/). Tell them that they have already
mastered those language convention components.
2. When a student has completed all sections of the Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics Worksheet,
except for the ending WRITE section (the formative assessment), the student uses the
“Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics Worksheet Answers” binder to self-correct and self-edit in a
colored pencil or pen. Tell students that you do not award a grade for this practice, so there
would be no benefit from looking at the answers first. Remind students that they will often learn
from their mistakes, especially when they identify and correct them.
3. Next, the student completes the WRITE section and comes up to your desk to miniconference with you for thirty seconds to review the worksheet.
4. If the student has self-corrected and self-edited the PRACTICE section and "passed" the
WRITE formative assessment, change the slash (/) into an “X” for mastery on the appropriate
box on the matrix and record an A on the student’s worksheet. Convert the A to points if you use
a point system for grading.
5. If the student did not master the rule, skill, or concept on the formative assessment, re-teach
during the mini-conference. Then direct the student to re-do the formative assessments and return
for re-correction.

Helpful Hints
▪

Mastery criteria on the WRITE formative assessment are decided by the teacher. If the
student has followed directions and correctly applied the rule, skill, or concept, the
student has certainly mastered the Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics Worksheet. Make
sure to ignore irrelevant errors, such as spelling mistakes, in determining mastery;
however, do mark and point these out to the student.

▪

Remember that a student can miss items within the PRACTICE section and still master
the grammar or usage skill or concept if the student has self-corrected and self-edited and
the criteria have been met on the formative assessment.

▪

Limit the length of your mini-conference line to three students. Waiting students can sign
up for their places in line on the board and then work on their next worksheet until their
turn arrives to conference.

▪

Post the recording matrices on the wall with data listed by student names or student
identification numbers. Allow students to use pencil to change the slash (/) into an “X”
for mastery on the appropriate box on the matrix.

▪

Set an expectation as to how many Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics Worksheets must be
completed per week.
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Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics Worksheets
Parts of Speech

Sentence Structure

Pronouns

Modifiers

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12
#13
#14
#15
#16
#17
#18
#19
#20
#21
#22
#23
#24
#25
#26
#27
#28
#29
#30
#31
#32
#33
#34

Proper Nouns
Common Nouns
Pronouns
Adjectives
Verbs
Adverbs
Prepositional Phrases
Coordinating Conjunctions
Subordinating Conjunctions
Correlative Conjunctions
Simple and Complete Subjects
Compound Subjects
Simple and Complete Predicates
Compound Predicates
Simple Sentences / Types of Sentences
Compound Sentences
Complex Sentences
Compound-Complex Sentences
Fragments
Run-Ons
Subject Case Pronouns
Object Case Pronouns
Intensive and Reflexive Pronouns
Pronoun‒Antecedents
Who, Whose, Whom, That, Which
Indefinite People Pronouns
Indefinite Size or Amount Pronouns
Past Participles
Present Participles
Dangling / Misplaced Modifiers
Short Comparative Modifiers
Short Superlative Modifiers
Long and “__ly” Comparative Modifiers
Long and “__ly” Superlative Modifiers
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Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics Worksheet #4
FOCUS

Adjectives

An adjective modifies a proper noun, a common noun, or a pronoun and answers Which one?
How many? or What kind?
CONNECT TO WRITING
Adjectives usually are placed before nouns and pronouns. Whenever possible, use specific,
rather than general adjectives. For example, adjectives such as interesting, nice, and exciting are
general adjectives.
Examples:
Type of Adjective
Too General
Specific
Which One?
That park
That city park
How Many?
had some playgrounds
had two playgrounds
What Kind?
swimming pools.
huge swimming pools.
PRACTICE
Sort the following italicized adjectives into the correct columns:
twenty-story building, most sports, juicier hamburgers, these games, that bright color, a dozen
flowers, the muddy Missouri River, few announcements, this idea, those desserts, navel orange,
thousands of islands, spicy pizza, certain groups, loud rap music
Which One?

How Many?

What Kind?

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

WRITE
Compose three sentences, using an adjective from each category. Use none of the adjectives
listed on this worksheet. Be as specific as possible.
Which One? ___________________________________________________________________
How Many? ___________________________________________________________________
What Kind? ___________________________________________________________________
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Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics Worksheet #66
FOCUS

Punctuation of Book Chapter Titles

Use quotation marks before and after book chapter titles.
CONNECT TO WRITING
Remember that books titles are underlined when written and italicized when typed, but book
chapters have quotation marks before and after the chapter titles.
Examples:
The best chapter in the book was titled “The Final Act.”
The book, Black Beauty, is an American classic‒especially the chapter titled “An
Old War Horse.”
PRACTICE
Place quotation marks before and after book chapter titles and underline the titles of books in the
following sentences.
1. Rudyard Kipling’s Captains Courageous tells the tale of a bored and lonely son a of a
millionaire who is rescued on the high seas by a small fishing boat. The most exciting chapter
has to the first one, Boy Overboard.
2. The chapter titled A Changed Toad ends Kenneth Grahame’s The Wind in the Willows.
3. “One for All and All for One” is the battle cry of the three French musketeers in
Alexandre Dumas’s classic, The Three Musketeers. In the chapter titled Three Duels, three
exciting sword fights are described in detail.
4. The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood, by Howard Pyle, tells the tales of Robin Hood,
Maid Marion, the Sheriff of Nottingham, Little John, Will Stutely, and the delightful Friar Tuck.
These memorable characters are introduced in the chapter, Robin Hood Meets Little John.
WRITE
Compose your own sentence with a book name and chapter title. Do not use any of the books or
book chapters mentioned on this worksheet.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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8
9
10
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Compound Predicates
Simple Sentences /
Types of Sentences
Compound Sentences
Complex Sentences
Compound-Complex
Sentences
Fixing Fragments
Fixing Run-Ons
Subject Case
Pronouns
Object Case Pronouns

Parts of Speech
Sentence Structure

Intensive and
Reflexive Pronouns

12
Simple and
Complete Predicates

11
Compound Subjects

Categories:

Coordinating
Conjunctions
Subordinating
Conjunctions
Correlative
Conjunctions
Simple and
Complete Subjects

6
Prepositional Phrases

Student Names
5

Adverbs

______________________
4

Verbs

Class
3

Adjectives

______________________
2

Pronouns

Teacher
1

Common Nouns

Worksheet #s

Proper Nouns

Diagnostic Grammar and Usage Assessment Mastery Matrix
Pronouns
23

Totals

471

